
Energy created from family teamwork and partnerships combined 

to create a magical entity called Synergy; also known as an 

ultimate win/win, as all the parts work together to make something 

far greater than they could alone.  The coming together of this 

combined energy will give you a dynamic experience in both 

haircare, and body treatments. 

Our highly skilled and trained staff subscribes to the Aveda 

concept, a fully integrated health, beauty and wellness approach 

to daily living.  All of our products, by Aveda, are made of the 

purest plant derived materials available.  Aveda goes to great 

lengths to ensure the authenticity, integrity and quality of their 

plant ingredients. Using only wild-harvested plants and those 

grown without the use of petrochemical fertilizers, insecticides or 

herbicides, you'll find Aveda's quality and effectiveness 

unmatched.
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SYNERGY SKIN AND BODY AWAKENING

60-minute $65.00  90-minute $95.00

SYNERGY ELEMENTAL NATURE FACIAL
A customized facial based on your skin’s specific needs, as revealed by Aveda’s signature 
Elemental Nature Consultation. From dry and dehydrated, to sensitive,  
to oily and congested skin, a truly personalized treatment for the skin.

GREEN SCIENCE SKIN-RENEWING TREATMENT
Unique, rejuvenating manipulations enhance the high-tech plant technology of Aveda’s Green 
Science, clinically proven to lift and firm the skin while reducing the appearance of fine lines and 
wrinkles. For ultimate customization, choose your area of focus:  
Eyes, Lips or Neck and Decollete.

ENBRIGHTENMENT DISCOLORATION TREATMENT
Traditional Asian massage techniques combine with a 100% naturally derived Brightening Blend to 
help diminish the appearance of dark spots and improve skin’s visible clarity.

OUTER PEACE ACNE TREATMENT
A botanical approach to treating acne-personalized with extractions and professional exfoliation-
utilizing Aveda’s Outer Peace Acne Relief with100% naturally derived salicylic acid.

TOURMALINE RADIANCE BOTANICAL SKIN RESURFACING
Aveda’s botanical alternative to microdermabrasion reveals a truly radiant complexion and 
smoother skin without the irritation of redness.

PERFECTING PLANT PEEL
Powered by plants, Aveda’s Perfecting Plant Peel system performs like a 30% glycolic peel-
naturally and without the redness and irritation.  The Perfecting Plant Peel can be performed as a 
stand-alone 30-minute treatment or added on to any of our signature facial treatments.  
30-minutes $45.00  Add-on cost $25.00

BACK TREATMENT
Deep cleansing, exfoliating and moisturizing treatment for that hard to reach often neglected area 
of the body.  ***Great in a series for the bride-to-be with backless wedding dress.
$50.00 (45-MINUTES)

WAXING

Full Face  $30.00 to $60.00 Chest/Back  $35.00 to $80.00
Eyebrow  $15.00 Half leg  $30.00 to $50.00
Lip, chin or neck  $15.00ea Full leg  $50.00 to $70.00
Half Arm  $20.00 to $40.00 Bikini  $25.00 to $50.00
Full Arm  $40.00 to $60.00 Brazilian  $50.00 to $70.00
Underarm  $20.00

Things to know before waxing.  When you make an appointment for a body waxing service, please 
make sure you have an inch of growth or generally speaking 2-3 weeks of growth by the date of the 
appointment.  This will ensure a successful service.

One or two days before the scheduled appointment, you should exfoliate the area that is to be waxed.  
The day of the appointment you should avoid using a moisturizer.  Be sure not to tan 24-48 hours 
before waxing–as it increases sensitivity.

If you are using Accutane, Retin-A, Differin, Renova, blood thinners, Alpha hydroxy products or 
have high anti-biotic use, you may not be a good candidate for a waxing service.  Certain physical 
conditions such as diabetes, pregnancy and a pre-disposition to cold sores may also cause heightened 
sensitivity to the skin.

When Bikini Waxing, please trim area that is to be waxed if it is longer than one inch.  This will 
ensure a more comfortable service.

CUSTOMIZED TINTING
Eyelash tint  $15.00  Brow tint  $15.00



HAIR SERVICES

Expand your world of color and haircare.  Create total color and hair style 

looks, simply, beautifully and naturally with Aveda.

MAKE UP
Aveda makeup features neutral, wearable and versatile shades for a 

natural look, reflective of healthy skin; for all skin types.

Touchup - Complimentary (5min refresher)

Full Application  30 Lesson  45
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Women's Haircut and Style
Synergy Stylist    30
Synergy Signature Stylist   35
Synergy Elite Stylist    40

Men's Haircut
Synergy Stylist   17
Synergy Signature Stylist   18
Synergy Elite Stylist   20+

Kid's Haircut
under 10 years   15
11-15  Teen Girls Cut   20

Women's Color - Full Application
Synergy Stylist   65+
Synergy Signature Stylist   70+
Synergy Elite Stylist   75+ 

Women's Color with Highlights
Synergy Stylist   85+
Synergy Signature Stylist   90+
Synergy Elite Stylist   95+

Retouch Color
 60+

Men's Color 
Synergy Signature Stylist   35+
Synergy Elite Stylist   40+

Shampoo Set /Style
Synergy Stylist   20+

Additional Chemical Charges

•  Anything more than two hours is charged 
by the hour.

•  Anything above 15 foils on a Partial Weave 
$2.00 a foil.

• More than two colors by consultation.
•  Color Correction $50-100/hr
    Requires consultation prior to scheduling an    
    appointment.

Women's Weave

Synergy Stylist   75+

Synergy Signature Stylist   80+

Synergy Elite Stylist   85+

Women's Partial Weave

Synergy Stylist   65+

Synergy Signature Stylist   70+

Synergy Elite Stylist   75+

Perms

Short - above ears   60+

Long - touching shoulders   75+

Spiral Perm   115+

Relaxer

By consultation only

Damage Remedy Renewal

1 hour -  60
1¼2 hour add on service - $30.00

Updo

 35+

*Add Shampoo & Blowdry 20

Wedding Services available

Bridal   230
Includes two practice hair & makeup 
consultations as well as event day hair & 
makeup.  (Does not include shampoo)

Bridal Styling   130
Includes two practice consultations and 
event day styling.  (Does not include 

shampoo)

NAIL SERVICES

Spa Manicure 26
Provides all the necessities of maintaining healthy natural nails.  Includes 
filing and trimming of nails and cuticles and an amazing buff to shine or 
polish.  Leaves the nails looking naturally shiny and strong.

Synergy Manicure  30
Leaves hands beautiful and younger-looking through exfoliating the skin 
and minimizing the cuticle.  A relaxing hand/arm massage with Aveda 
aromatherapy oils and paraffin treatment.  Polish is included.  Hands are 
visibly softer and smoother.

Manicure for Men  18
Treatment includes, basic nail care, hand massage and paraffin dip.

Spa Pedicure  35
Provides all the necessities of maintaining healthy feet.  Filing and 
trimming of nails and cuticles as well as an amazing buff to shine or polish.  
Leaves the nails and feet looking amazing.

Synergy Pedicure  50
Have your legs, feet and toes pampered.  This treatment includes a 
therapeutic, moisturizing paraffin treatment, cuticle and nail trim, an 
invigorating sea salt scrub, a soothing leg and foot massage followed by 
a final polish.

Caribbean Therapy Pedicure  65
A rejuvenating treatment which uses the healing touch and ingredients of 
the Caribbean to improve conditions of nails and cuticles.  A special 
exfoliating paste and warm seaweed masque combined with Caribbean 
massage techniques to smooth and soften, relax and renew.  Of course, 
these treatments include careful attention to nails and cuticles with your 
choice of polish.

Pedicure for Men  30
Treatment includes basic nail care, foot massage, paraffin dip and buff.

Warm Paraffin Treatment - Hands  10  Feet  12
Enjoy the unique sensation of soaking your hands or feet in moisture-rich, 
warm paraffin wax.  Your skin will be silky smooth.  Helps arthritis pain melt 
away!

Polish Change  10     French Polish Change  12

ETIQUETTE AND POLICIES

Appointment Times
Reservations are preferred, although not always necessary.  In order to guarantee the 
availability or your desired services and times in the future, reserve your next appointment 
before you leave today.

Arriving for your appointment
Plan to arrive 15 minutes prior to your scheduled experience.  This allows time to check in, 
enjoy Aveda Comforting Tea, change, and begin your experience. The extra time will also 
allow new customers to complete our client profile so we can tailor our services to meet your 
individual needs.

Cancellations
We understand that emergencies do arise, however we require 24-hour notice for any date 
changes or cancellations for appointments and packages.  There is a 50% cancellation fee with 
less than a 24-hour notice for services, packages or no-shows.

Children’s Policy
For the safety and comfort of all, children should not be brought to Synergy Salon and Spa 
unless  they have an appointment.

Cell Phones and Pagers
For all of our guests' comfort, cell phones and pagers are asked to be turned off in the spa 
area.

Gift Certificates
Synergy Salon and Spa offers gift certificates ideal for any occasion.  Customize a unique and 
replenishing experience for someone special.  Lost or stolen gift certificates cannot be 
replaced.

Payment
Is due at the completion of your appointment.  We gladly accept cash, checks, Visa, and  
Master Card.  Prices are subject to change without notice.
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